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EDITORIAL

Happy New Year!

It’s here, a brand new year, the type that comes only once in a 
millennium, one with three zeroes after it. Really, though, it all
depends on which calendar you use.  I don’t know how many 
calendrical systems are in use around the world today. Most of the
Western world uses the Gregorian calendar but some, particularly the
Orthodox churches, still use the Julian calendar which, as of the date
this was written, is still in the ninth year of the tenth decade of the
twentieth century, that is, 1999.  We also hear of the Far East’s “year of 
the dragon” which will soon start; and then there’s the Moslem 
calendar, and the Hebrew calendar. So when all is said and done, three
zeroes at the end of a year is not all that uncommon. One may
experience one or two during the course of a lifetime.

Anyhow, happy last year of the second millennium since Jesus
Christ’s birth.  Or should this really be 2001 or, as per Bishop Ussher, 
was it in 1997? By the best evidence available, as well as the oldest
testimony, Jesus was born in September of 2 B.C. That means that his
2000th birthday was last September (1999) and the 2000th anniversary
of his birth was in September 1998.

Confused? Think about the year you were born. Now when did
you celebrate your first birthday, the year you were born or the
following year? The following year, of course. Technically this
difference is the difference between ordinal and cardinal numbers.
Normally we count ordinal numbers as first, second, third, fourth, and
so on. Cardinal numbers denote quantity, not order. Thus when we say
that a child is five years old, we mean that the child has experienced
five full years of life and is in his sixth (ordinal) year. In other words,
we don’t say that a six-month old baby is zero years old, but we do say
that he is in his first year. (Hope that helps. You know what they say,
“Eschew obfuscation.”)  

“OK, wise guy,” I hear one say; “so what does it mean?”  Well, if 
Jesus was born in September of 2 B.C., he will turn 2001 in September
of this year, A.D. 2000, and at that time we will enter the third
millennium since his birth. So I wish you a happy last year of the
Gregorian (and Julian) millennium.  That’s right, the third millennium 
has not yet started and won’t until the first instant of January 1, A.D.
2001.
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Millennium madness

If that’s the case, why did the world celebrate the end of the 
millennium at the end of 1999, and the start of the next millennium on
January 1 this year? In a word, marketing!  It’s easier to convince
billions of people to celebrate and feast a year ending in 000 than one
ending in 001.  Truth is no friend of profits.  That’s why fiction outsells 
fact. It literally is madness. But let me tell you, if you actually,
factually want to be the first to enter the next millennium, then go here.
In the Bering Strait, between Siberia and Alaska, there are two small
islands. The easternmost, Diomede Island, is of no particular interest,
but the International Date Line passes right between them. The
westernmost of the two islands is called Mus Dezhneva, and it belongs
to Russia. That island will enter the new millennium about ten minutes
before its closest competitor, the Samoan Islands. Stand on its
easternmost tip.

If after that you want to be the last one out of the old millennium
too, get to the westernmost tip of Attu Island in the Aleutians. You
have a full 24 hours to get from the Diomede Islands to Attu. Good
luck!  But be sure you don’t go by your watch.  Coordinate the 
Greenwich Mean Time with the longitude of these places because the
clock does not pay attention to where you are standing on earth. Also,
if anyone wants to better you he can, but he will need a sturdy ship or
airplane and a very accurate GPS system. Also, the two islands of Attu
and Mus Dezhneva are over 1100 miles apart.

OK, enough’s enough

So what has all this to do with this issue? First, as in the above
millennium issue, we deal with matters of truth versus hype. The
majority is not always right, especially where money is involved. To
this end, we review a recent critique of issues surrounding Joshua’s 
long day.

Then there’s the querstion of the size of the universe. We started
that debate last month with David Lifshultz’s article “Spatial 
Measurement and Modern Science” which appeared on page 5 of issue
number 90. In this issue we present interpretations of observed,
measurable effects to separate myth from fact. Related to this debate
we reprint a 1985 article by Jim Hanson deriving how his model for
gravity differs from the standard model.

Finally, we deal with some miscellaneous issues under the
“Panorama” title.  These include the issue of whether or not Einstein
first derived E=mc2, whether or not Frank’s icy comet theory is dead, 
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Kepler’s view on the Trinity, the new gyroscope on a chip, and a new
mechanism to explain the cosmic redshift.

A question about the August eclipse in Europe

A reader asked:  “In the recent total solar eclipse, the shadow of
the moon was said by the news media to be travelling across Russia at
2,000 miles per hour!  Explain.”

Simple, Russia was near
the end of the eclipse’s path, the 
eclipse occurring near sunset.
At the last point where the
shadow touches the earth, as
well as at the first, the shadow
travels at infinite speed.
Consider the diagram at left.
The ovals A and B represent the
distance the moon travels in a
given time. The curve labeled 1
is the distance the moon’s 
shadow passed through Western
Europe during that time. A
while later, the moon passed
through same distance B while

its shadow passed a distance 2 through Russia.  You’ll note that 2 is 
about twice as long as 1, but both distances were traversed in the same
amount of time. Say for simplicity that the moon travels 1000 miles
per hour from left to right, and that in Western Europe it took one hour
to travel distance 1, thus a thousand miles. Then later it took one hour
to travel distance 2, but distance 2 is 2,000 miles long; so the shadow
there moved at 2,000 miles per hour. At the very right edge of the earth
in the figure, the shadow travels at “infinite speed”for a brief instant
before leaving the surface of the earth. And that is how the shadow of
an eclipse can travel at fantastic speeds over the surface of the earth.

Happy New Year!
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SUN, STAND THOU STILL
In Joshua 10:12 of the Holy Bible, Joshua told the sun and moon

to stand still. The next verse records that they did so. Indeed, there are
so many tales of a long day and a long night around the world that one
can map them on a globe and discover the time of day it happened to
within fifteen minutes.  But I’ll not go into a long treatise here.  For that
the reader is referred to the chapter in the book Geocentricity devoted
to the various accounts of a long day, long night, and long sunset.

Of all the extrabiblical evidence that abounds for the reality of the
long day, the most persistent piece of “evidence” is not factual at all.  
That is the notion that a NASA computer discovered a missing day.
The history of that story is documented in Geocentricity. Invariably this
piece of fiction is used to lambaste all geocentrists, to tar all with the
same brush. Let me state for the record that there is more disagreement
among geocentrists about the geocentric nature of the cosmos than
there is among evolutionists throughout all history about the mechanics
of evolution.

And so it has come to my attention that another lambaste has ap-
peared in the Skeptic of late.1 Now skeptics are rather pathetic to watch
because they suffer from a paradoxical condition. To be a skeptic one
must question everything, but the one thing that skeptics accept without
question is their skepticism.  In other words, they don’t doubt that their 
doubts will guide them to the certainty of a matter. They are the mod-
ern version of the “free thinkers” of the early part of this, the twentieth 
century. These men thought themselves free because they flatly re-
jected God, but true freedom means one can consider all sides of an
issue. The diatribes of the skeptics belies their faith, since their main
weapons are scorn, ridicule, and sophistry.

Tim Callahan, the author of the Skeptic article, starts his attack by
speculating that an eyewitness would not need to add “Is not this writ-
ten in the book of Jasher?” (Joshua 10:13).  He blithely dismisses the 
understanding that jasher is a transliterated word which roughly means
“righteous,” even though thesame word appears in 2 Sam. 1:18 where
it refers to a book still being written in David’s time, some 400 years
after Joshua’s long day. He may speculate that both accounts were
written much later than either event, but Joshua 24:26 says Joshua
wrote “these words,” that is the words the reader has in hand.  Callahan 
says “In hermeneutics—the discipline of biblical interpretation—one of
the basic rules is that one must engage in exegesis, i.e. reading out what

1 Callahan, Tim, 1999.  “Sun, stand thou still: let myth be myth and 
science be science,” Skeptic, 7(3):35.
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is in the text, rather than eisigesis, the error of reading things into the
text that aren’t there.”  Yet in disregarding Joshua 24:26 he is every wit
as guilty of that error as the “fundamentalists” he lambastes.

Callahan ridicules Harry Rimmer for his admittedly faulty analy-
sis of Joshua’s long day which analysis was based on a treatise by Tot-
ten’s. Callahan did enough research about Totten to discover that Tot-
ten became a British Israelite late in his life, but apparently he never
found Totten’s original work. Callahan ridicules Totten for his view,
relating it to Hitler’s evolutionary view of a super-race. But odd as the
notion that the British are Israel’s lost tribes may seem, is it any more
bigoted than the skeptics’claim that only they qualify to be the practi-
tioners of science? Here’s the reference to Totten’s analysis, if anyone
wants to follow up on it, taken from Geocentricity: Totten, C. A. L.,
1891, Joshua's Long Day and the Dial of Ahaz, A Scientific Vindica-
tion and A Midnight Cry, 3rd Edition, (New Haven: Our Race Publ.
Co.) The book was reprinted in 1968 by Destiny Publishers of Merri-
mac, Mass. It seems that Callahan is no better at tracking original
sources than the objects of his scorn—worse, actually, for some of
them found the reference.

Totten’s basis for dating the long day was that 480 years elapsed
between the long day and the founding of the temple (1 Kings 6:1).
Callahan continues with his “eisigesis”when he claims that “the 480
year time periods were more symbolic than factual.”Now Totten may
or may not be forty years in error since 1 Kings says the time is reck-
oned “after the children of Israel were come out of the land of Egypt,”
but Callahan makes the greater error. It really was 480 years as reck-
oned in the Bible by both this account and by a matching of the dates
given in Joshua, Judges, and the Samuels.2

Next, Callahan questions whether or not 22 July 1434 B.C. was
on a Tuesday. Now he’s right to question that since it was on a Thurs-
day in the Julian calendar. It may be on a Tuesday in the Gregorian
calendar, but that’s beside the point. Callahan claims that there’s no
way anyone can find out what day of the week that day fell on. Actu-
ally, you can. Otherwise why have a calendar? A well-defined calen-
dar can always compute the day of the week for any year, whether the
calendar existed then or not. Now if, like Callahan, you believe that the
creation “story,”and by implication the observance of the sabbath,
came about during the Babylonian exile, then you can make up what-
ever you want, for there is absolutely no evidence that anything of the

2 Bouw, Gerardus, 1997. “The 480 years from Egypt to the temple,”in
The Book of Bible Problems, (Cleveland, Ohio: Assoc. for Biblical As-
tronomy), pp. 97-102. See back cover of this issue.
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kind happened. Indeed, our skeptic makes the statement without any
more proof than Rimmer’s 1434 B.C. date. By the way, on 22 July that
year the moon was 28 days old, meaning it was nearly new moon, so
this date does not qualify for the scene described either in the Bible or
in the various accounts of the long day.

In pondering the accounts of a long day throughout the world,
Callahan singles out the Hawaiian sun-catcher tale (which actually
came from Peru or Chile and dates from Hezekiah’s sign) and the ac-
count of the Chinese emperor Yao. He claims the 24th century B.C. for
that emperor’s reign, even though accounts through the eighteenth cen-
tury report his reign to be in the 15th century B.C. (Again, see Geocen-
tricity for particulars.)

In his section entitled “The Real Meaning of Myth,”Callahan
notes that among “fundamentalists”(a contentless term which has no
meaning when standing alone like this), there is “an intense emotional
need...for the miracles of the Bible to be true.”This is all too true, but
don’t get carried away; there is an even greater emotional need on the
part of evolutionists and skeptics for the miracles to be false. Bible be-
lievers admit they will accept the miracles whether or not there is any
“scientific proof.” Likewise, skeptics flatly reject miracles even if
there are expert eyewitnesses and scientific proof while loudly demand-
ing some scientific proof.

Callahan next refers to Jonah in the whale. He notes that the story
that Jim Bartley, the sailor on the whaling ship who reportedly spent 36
hours in the belly of a whale and lived, is a tall tale because the “ultra-
conservative”[read radical liberal (Isaiah 32:5)] Christianity Today 3

debunked the story. I guess he never heard that most real Bible believ-
ers believe that Jonah did die in the belly of the whale but was resur-
rected, consistent with the typology of Christ’s death, burial, and resur-
rection (Mat. 12:39-40). The rest of the section deals with the funda-
mentalist skeptics’beliefs about what should be in the Bible and what
shouldn’t. Here Callahan strains at a gnat and swallows a camel (Mat.
23:24).

In the section thereafter, he collides with Velikovsky (an atheist to
the core), and his Christian disciples Patten, Hatch, and Steinhauer.
No contest there.

Before finishing up I must take issue with Callahan’s use of Yah-
weh for the name of the God of the Bible. That is not his name. I’ve
not found the name in Christian literature prior to the mid-eighteenth
century when the German higher critics, fueled by the Jesuits’dedica-
tion to the destruction of the Protestant (King James) Bible, interjected

3 July 20, 1992 issue.
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that name into Christian scholastic circles. Their Yahweh was a tribal
deity of the Sinai, often associated with a well. Prior to that God’s
name was JEHOVAH. Now the Bible critics did not make up the
name. There really was a tribal deity in the Arabian desert with that
name. The tribe produced one illustrious leader: a man revered and
worshipped by much of the world. The man’s name was Mohammed,
and his tribe’s god is most everywhere pronounced allah.

Finally, Callahan’s strongest point against Joshua’s long day is
taken from Thomas Paine’s The Age of Reason: “Such a circumstance
could not have happened without being known all over the world: One
half would have wondered why the sun did not rise, and the other why
it did not set; and the tradition of it would be universal, whereas there is
not a nation in the world that knows anything about it.”Typical skepti-
cal thinking: “If I don’t understand or know of it, it can’t exist.”Even
in Paine’s day there were those who knew better. So, for those of you
who think that no nation knows anything about it, here is a map show-
ing the regions who wondered why the sun did not rise, and those who
wondered why it didn’t set, and one who thought the sun got caught in
the grass when setting. It’s mid-May, and it’s 9:15 in the morning in
Jerusalem, give or take 15 minutes.

Figure 1. The half-filled circle represents the location of a long sunset story,
the solid circles represent accounts of a long night, and the open circles

show locations with tales of a long day.

Now who is more“scientific,”those who flatly reject the evidence
of the accounts of a long day, night, and sunset, or those who accept it?
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SPATIAL MEASUREMENT AND
MODERN SCIENCE: A REPLY

In a paper published in the previous issue of the Biblical Astronomer,1

David Lifschultz argued that the techniques used to determine the distance
scale of the universe are fraught with uncertainties and errors. His was the
first in a series of papers that will examine this premise with an eye on the size
of the universe. This journal carried that debate several years ago, but it was
not resolved because the arguments kept going around in circles. Thus frus-
tration entered from both sides.

It is doubtful from the start that the size of the universe can be accurately
determined. The Bible says it can’t, so don’t be surprised if this series meets
a similar fate as the first. Jeremiah 31:37 says “Thus saith the LORD; If
heaven above can be measured, and the foundations of the earth searched out
beneath, I will also cast off all the seed of Israel for all that they have done,
saith the LORD.”Some argue on the basis of this verse that the universe is
infinite; but compare Pr. 25:32 where, if the same logic is applied, the depth of
the earth should be infinite, too. All this really says is that the size of the uni-
verse cannot be accurately determined. Particularly this means that the dis-
tance scale of the universe is questionable. Of course, one can also ask which
heaven is meant. There are three, after all: the atmosphere, outer space, and
the third heaven, the abode of God. We assume the third to be infinite in ex-
tent, and we know that the size of the atmosphere is rather difficult to fix be-
cause of how hard it is to define a boundary on air that keeps getting thinner
and thinner. If the size of the second heaven were easy to determine, we
would not have this debate. So in one sense or another, Jeremiah 31:37 ap-
plies to each of the three heavens.

Starting assumptions

To follow my reasoning, one must bear in mind my basic assumptions.
These are things I take for granted. I have thought each one out in detail so
that I could be reasonably certain of it.

1 Lifschultz, David, 1999.  “Spatial Measurement and Modern Science,” Biblical Astronomer,
9(90):5.
2 The heaven for height, and the earth for depth, and the heart of kings is unsearchable. –Proverbs
25:3.
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PANORAMA

Frank’s water comets: not dead yet1

Our thought, expressed in SF#125, that the icy-comet controversy
might be winding down was premature. P. Huyghe, co-author with L.
Frank of The Big Splash, responded to SF#125 with three recent arti-
cles. Two reply to major criticisms of the icy-comet theory; the third
gives geological and geophysical reasons why there must have been icy
comets or some other substantial influx of water and carbon to the
earth’s surface down the geological eons.

No instrumental artifacts. The basis for the 1985 claim of L. Frank et
al that small, icy comets continually bombard the earth’s upper atmos-
phere came from photos taken far above the earth from the Dynamics
Explorer 1. Large, transient “holes”appeared in the atmosphere.
These were attributed to vapor clouds created by small, icy comets.
(SF#44/275) Critics claimed that these “holes”were no more than in-
strumental errors. L. A. Frank and J. B. Sigwarth have investigated this
possibility and have rejected it.2

Navy radar search used incorrect cross sections. A more recent attack
on the icy comets came from S. Knowles et al. (SF#125) They claim
that their search of the sky with the Naval Space Command Radar
would surely have detected the icy comets if they exist. Frank and
Sigwarth respond that Knowles et al used radar cross sections that are
significantly different from those typical of icy comets. It is likely that
the Navy radar would not have been able to detect the comets.3

Knowles et al replied that the cross sections were O.K. and their con-
clusion stands!

Too much water and carbon. Strong, indirect evidence for the steady
influx of icy comets comes from the geologists. They find that on and
near the surface of the earth there is much more water and carbon than
can be ascribed to the weathering of the earth’s rocks. For example, the

1 Quoted from 1999. "Icy Comets, Oceans, Life," Science Frontiers, no. 126, pg. 4,
Nov.-Dec.
2 Frank, J. A., and J. B. Sigwarth, 1999. "Atmospheric Holes: Instrumental and Geo-
physical Effects," Journal of Geophysical Research, 104:115. Cr. P. Huyghe.
3 Frank, L. A., and J. B. Sigwarth, 1999. "Comment on 'A Search for Small Comets with
the Naval Space Command Radar' by S. Knowles et al." Journal of Geophysical Re-
search, 104:22, 605, no. A10. Cr. P. Huyghe.)
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amount of carbon tied up in rocks (carbonates, etc.) is 600 times that
now found in the combined atmosphere, hydrosphere, and biosphere.
Where did all this extra carbon come from? The same question can be
asked about the earth’s water inventory.

Geologists have long assumed that the excess water and carbon
came from the outgassing of volcanoes. But recent quantitative esti-
mates tell us that the volcanic sources are grossly inadequate. So are
all other possible terrestrial sources. Therefore, some scientists, such as
D. Deming, University of Oklahoma, have been looking spaceward.
Deming ventures that extraterrestrial sources of water and carbon may
be four or five orders of magnitude greater than suspected.

Obviously, a steady bombardment of icy comets might fulfill
Deming’s requirements. Down the long eons of geological time, they
could have filled the oceans and showered all that excess carbon onto
the planet’s surface.

Deming ups the stakes in the icy-comet controversy when he links
these fluffy snowballs to the well-known vagaries of life on earth.

The extraterrestrial influx rate may also act as the pacemaker of
terrestrial evolution, at times leading to mass extinctions through
climatic shifts induced by changes in accretion rates with con-
comitant disruptions of the carbon and nitrogen cycles. Life on
earth may be balanced precariously between cosmic processes
which deliver an intermittent stream of life-sustaining volatiles
from the outer solar system or beyond, and biological and tectonic
processes which remove these same volatiles from the atmosphere
by sequestering water and carbon in the crust and mantle.4

Comment. Need we mention the book Living Comets, by F. Hoyle and
C. Wickramasinghe? Why stop at water and carbon?

The Biblical Astronomer notes: Of course, we do not agree with the
evolutionary speculations voiced above. We have reproduced the en-
tire quote without comment to give the reader insight into the kinds of
problems that never make it into the evolutionists’texts used by public
schools and undergraduate colleges and universities. One side will
eventually out-shout, out-spend, or out-live the other, and then the mat-
ter will be presented in the text books as established fact. For example,
when the iridium boundary was used to speculate that a comet or aster-

4 Deming, David, 1999. "On the Possible Influence of Extraterrestrial Volatiles on
Earth's Climate and the Origin of the Oceans," Palaeo, 146:33. Cr. P. Huyghe.
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oid hit the earth and wiped out all the dinosaurs “sixty-five million
years ago,”the proposal was met with a flurry of objection against the
flimsiness of the evidence. Nevertheless, today the impact hypothesis
is an established “fact,”even though most of the original objections
still stand. So let me remind the reader that when the comets were first
suspected, it was reported that they are insufficient in quantity to ac-
count for the amount of water in the oceans, even over the mythological
“evolutionary time.”

Kepler on the Trinity

This note came from Marshall Hall who has done a tremendous
amount of research into Kepler’s background. But first, who was Jo-
hannes Kepler and why should we care?

Kepler, the state-
ly figure at left, was
hired by Tycho Brahe,
a sixteenth century
geocentrist and reput-
edly the best naked-
eye observer known
to history, to reduce
Brahe’s measure-
ments of the positions
of the planets. It was
Brahe’s intent to dis-
credit once and for all
the Copernican notion
that the earth orbits
the sun. Brahe died
under curious circum-
stances, but before he
died he made Kepler
promise to present
Brahe’s observations

in Tycho Brahe’s own model of the geocentric universe. Brahe’s
model has the sun carrying the planets about the earth with it.

Now Kepler was a fair mathematician, but he was also a mystic.
His mother was tried for witchcraft, and he successfully defended her
against the charge, but his mother’s mother wasn’t as fortunate. He
was denied a position in the Lutheran church because of his dabbling in
the curious arts, that is, the occult. Copernicus believed that the sun is
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God, so it should come as no surprise that some of his followers should
follow him in that insanity. In particular, Marshall Hall reports that“At
one point, Kepler held that the sun was God the Father, and that the
light emanating from the sun was the Logos or Christ. Thus Coperni-
canism held great religious significance for him.”This goes right along
with the ancient astrological mosaic floors found in the mid-East which
picture the sun, in the person of Apollo, at the center of the zodiac.

E=mc2 and Albert Einstein5

The mathematical equation that ushered in the atomic age was
discovered by an unknown Italian dilettante two years before Albert
Einstein used it in developing the theory of relativity, it was claimed
yesterday.

Olinto De Pretto, an industrialist from Vicenza, published the
equation E=mc2 in a scientific magazine, Atte, in 1903, said Umberto
Bartocci, a mathematical historian. Einstein allegedly used De Pretto’s
insight in a major paper published in 1905, but De Pretto was never
acclaimed, said Professor Bartocci of the University of Perugia. De
Pretto had stumbled on the equation, but not the theory of relativity,
while speculating about ether in the life of the universe, said Prof. Bar-
tocci. It was republished in 1904 by Veneto’s Royal Science Institute,
but the equation’s significance was not understood.

A Swiss Italian named Michele Besso alerted Einstein to the re-
search and in 1905 Einstein published his own work, said Prof. Bar-
tocci. It took years for his breakthrough to be grasped. When the penny
finally dropped, De Pretto’s contribution was overlooked while Ein-
stein went on to become the century’s most famous scientist. De Pretto
died in 1921.

“De Pretto did not discover relativity but there is no doubt that he
was the first to use the equation. That is hugely significant. I also be-
lieve, though it’s impossible to prove, that Einstein used De Pretto’s
research,”said Prof Bartocci, who has written a book on the subject.

Einstein’s theory held that time and motion are relative to the ob-
server if the speed of light is constant and if all natural laws are the
same. A footnote established the equivalence of mass and energy, ac-
cording to which the energy (E) of a quantity of matter (m) is equal to
the product of the mass and the square of the velocity of light (c). Now
known as: E=mc2.

5 Carroll, Rory, 1999.  “Einstein’s E=Mc2 ‘was Italian’s idea’,” at  
http://www.guardianunlimited.co.uk/Archive/Article/0,4273,3928978,00.html. Quoted
here in part.  I have no reference to Bartocci’s book.
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High performance gyroscope on a chip announced

In a press release dated August 13, 1999, NASA announced a
long-life gyroscope (over 15 years) measuring smaller than a shirt but-
ton and weighing less than a gram (0.03 oz.). The new chip is 30 times
more accurate than current gyroscopes using solid-state technology,
able to detect a rotation rate less than a thirtieth of the speed of the mi-
nute hand on a watch. The chip can be used in space as well as on
earth. “The heart of the instrument is a cloverleaf design that is tied
down and vibrates at a very high speed,”according to JPL’s Dr. Tony
Tang, lead engineer in the chip’s development. “We look for changes
in the vibration of a light piece of micro-machined silicon that has no
moving parts.”

Tired light: coming out of retirement?

The following was forwarded bye email from Amnon Goldberg.
It is a post from Hal Fox, editor of the Journal of New Energy, to Bad
Astronomy, located at http://www.badastronomy.com. To get to the
post directly, append“/wwwboard/messages/2240.html.”

It is reported that Hubble was asked what could possibly be
the cause for the red shift. Hubble is reported to have answered,
in jest, that the universe could be expanding.

The red shift is much more simply explained by the experi-
mental evidence that photons can lose energy when moving
through a field of ionized particles.6 When reviewing the book I
noted that Anastasovski’s experimental evidence would expain
the red shift. Prof. Anastasovski was excited with the suggestion
and immediately wrote [an article].7

Professor Anastasovski showed that the energy lost by the
photons (when red-shifting) accounts for the microwave back-
ground radiation that is found in space. Thus the two main pillars
of the Expanding Universe and the Big Bang were delightfully
demolished.

6 See Anastasovski, Petar K., 1995. Quantum Mass Theory Compatible with Quantum
Field Theory, (Nova Science Publishers Inc., 6080 Jericho Turnpike, Suite 207, Com-
mack, NY 11725. Price is $87.
7 Anatasovski, P., H. Fox, & K. Shoulders, 1996.  “A New Approach to the Cosmic Red-
shift and to the Cosmic Microwave Sources,” Jrnl. New Energy, 1(2):79-87.
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There is no evidence for the Big Bang that is not more eas-
ily explained by less far-fetched hypotheses. For many years,
every astronomical observation that peers deeper into the vast ex-
panses of the universe comes up with more and more similar gal-
axies. It is difficult to understand why any rational scientist
would persist in defending an idea as difficult to understand as the
Big Bang when the alternative explanation is so simple. There is
no demand in science to explain the infinite when we don’t even
understand the nature of such simple new ideas as the superlu-
minal torsion field fluctuations (which travel at more than a bil-
lion times faster than the speed of light). Let’s learn more about
the universe in which we know by measurements made by use of
this new Russian-dominated torsion-field fluctuations to study
more about today’s heavens. And to learn about it at much faster
than the speed of light. (All sic–Ed.)

One of the early suggestions for the cosmic redshift was that it
was due to a loss of energy as light passed through space. In effect,
space absorbed some of the energy as light passed through it. In the
last forty years the theory has been dormant but is now given new life
by this observation. As I recall, this is similar to the explanation sug-
gested the Wolf of the University of Rochester about a decade ago.
The problem with his explanation was that it required some artificial
embellishments to effect the redshift on the scale observed.

Torsion-field fluctuations theory was once a highly classified
Russian discipline. The fluctuations are effects of the firmament, a sea
of supermassive particles which pervade the entire universe and which
are the standard of rest for all matter in the universe. But this article
and explanation will probably be ignored by main-stream scientists
whose reputations are staked on such nonsensical notions as “the big
bang was not an expansion in space but an expansion of space itself,”
etc.

Time runs backward

For many years physicists have speculated about the “arrow of
time,”a phrase which refers to the direction in which time flows. From
our perspective time flows forward, from the past to the future. But can
time run backwards?

For a long time one group of scientists thought that time might
run backward for antimatter, that antimatter was matter flowing back-
wards in time, but such seems now disproved. Others have speculated
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that if the big bang were to slow down and the universe would reverse
its expansion and collapse, that during the collapse time would run
backwards. It was Thomas Gold of Cornell University in Ithaca, New
York, who argued in the sixties that the direction in which time flows
depends on the expansion of the universe. As time passes, the universe
must increase in size and vice-versa.

Now in the December 27, 1999 issue of Physical Review Letters,
Lawrence S. Schulman of Clarkson University in Potsdam, New York,
reports on his research into time reversal. He found that celestial bod-
ies flowing backwards in time would have originated far into the future
and would have experienced the cosmic turn-around. Astronomers
would see these as very old objects that may be detectable by spectro-
scopic observations. He expects that they would be so old that they
would now be very faint and hard to detect, perhaps constituting the
missing mass or dark matter of the universe.8

Equations describing the behavior of nuclear particles and propa-
gation of electromagnetic radiation such as light look the same for time
flows in either direction. A year ago, however, it was discovered that
certain rare interactions of particles called kaons could distinguish be-
tween forward and backward time flow.

Schulman’s theory would be invalidated if it can be shown that
time streams interfere paradoxically such as placing effects before
causes. Also, recent evidence suggests, the universe’s expansion is ac-
celerating which makes collapse more unlikely.

Sheer nonsense? Maybe. The Bible refers to time as a thing
processed or a processing. There are intriguing hints in Ecclesiastes
that the present is a surface and that both the present and future are un-
der the surface. Regardless of all the speculation and research, the truth
will be much stranger than anything heretofore considered by man.
Cause and effect can be violated or reversed without paradox such as
the advanced potential model of gravity proposed by Gerber a hundred
years ago,9 and in the equation of a radio wave transmitted from an

8 If we count the number of stars we see in the Milky Way and compare their total mass
to what is derived from Newtonian orbital considerations we find that the orbitally-
derived mass is three to ten times what is counted. For clusters of galaxies, the dynamic
mass may be hundreds of times larger than the luminosity-derived mass. The larger the
scale, the more mass appears to be missing. Actually, the geocentric model and quantum
mechanics anticipate this.
9 Gerber, Paul, 1898. Zeitschrift für Mathematik und Physik, 43:92-104. The original
paper is in German but an English translation appears under the title“The Propagation of
Gravity in Space and Time,”in G. Bouw, ed., 1993. The Geocentric Papers, (Cleveland:
Assoc. for Biblical Astronomy), pp. 61-69.
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antenna where the equation requires that the wave come in from infin-
ity before it can be sent out into the air.

Seahenge

In August 1998 a warden, walking along an stretch of eastern
English seashore spotted the stump of an oak tree surrounded by 55
posts. The circle was 21 feet in diameter. The central post may have
blown over in a storm, since it bears no axe marks. It does show evi-
dence that people hauled it into position with honeysuckle ropes. The
outer posts do show evidence of having been cut by axes.

Apparently the circle was buried in peat which had been washed
away by the sea. The timber circle was called Seahenge, after the fa-
mous Stonehenge. David Miles, chief archaeologist of English Heri-
tage, reported that the builders “were farmers who cleared much of
Britain’s forest land, and now we’ve dated one of their religious tem-
ples.”

The first try at dating the trees was to match it with tree ring data.
This proved unsuccessful, even when compared to ice core data. Ra-
diocarbon tests of the central oak yielded dates between 2200 B.C. and
2000 B.C. A subsequent analysis based on only the widest tree rings
“refined”the age to“a few months in 2050 B.C. and yielded 2049 B.C.
for the posts. Correcting for the carbon date’s failure to incorporate
decay of the earth’s magnetic field yields a date of 1545 B.C.
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Comparison of Newtonian1

And Le Sagean Gravity
by

James Hanson

Walter van der Kamp asked me if I would investigate the difference be-
tween the gravitational attraction, in the following experiment, between the
Newtonian action-at-a-distance and Le Sage's gravific fluid model. I shall not
recount Le Sage's theory here for it was covered starting with issue number 40
of the Bulletin of the Tychonian Society. The suggested experiment is shown
in the figure below.

Two spheres of mass m and radius s are rigidly connected so that the
center-to-center distance is h. Furthermore, the center point P is rigidly con-
nected to the earth at a distance x above the earth. It is desired to compute the

1 This article is reprinted from The Bulletin of the Tychonian Society, no. 40, pp. 21-24, Sep-
tember, 1985.
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difference between the forces at point P for the vertical and horizontal orien-
tations for both the Newtonian and Le Sagean cases, where

d = FV –FH

and then, finally, to compute the difference between the Newtonian and Le
Sagean models,

D = dN - dL

The Newtonian case may be written immediately,

where M is the mass of the earth and where the series expansion is obtained
by combining over a common denominator and then applying polynomial
division. The constant factor GmM has been denoted by CN.

The Le Sagean case is quite complicated. I have derived the attraction
for this case but have not yet published the same. Hence I shall simply state
the result where CL is a constant which enters much as does CN in the Newto-
nian case. It is truly not constant, but is a Machian parameter which depends
on the geometry and motion of the entire universe. It varies slightly over great
distances and in an experiment it can be taken to be truly constant. Let
B(x,y,z) represent the following power series:

then:

The first two terms of this sum represent the force in the vertical orienta-
tion and the third term the force in the horizontal orientation.
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Expanding out the terms of order r-2 gives:

where A represents the additional terms over those present in the Newtonian
form (see the expression for dN above),

where, once again, polynomial division has been used and where h has been
set equal to s in order to maximize A. Note that the Le Sagean case depends
slightly on x and s whereas the Newtonian case is independent of x and S.
Finally, we compute:

where the first two terms in the expansion for dN have been used. This differ-
ence is only a mathematical one, for either one or neither of the theories is
correct. However, whichever theory one elects to use, the values of CN and CL
would be numerically identical unless the experiment were conducted over a
long time interval and in different places, in which case CL would change.
Hence setting CL = CN and denoting the density of the spheres by w gives:

Being very optimistic, Set w = 10-3 gm cm and s = 100 cm, and note that
G=6.67xl0-8dyne-cm-2-gM-2, M=5.97xl027 gm and r =6.38xl0-8cm. Hence D=
-2xl0-21 dyne, an imperceptible difference.

I do not believe that such static experiments have much potential for dis-
cerning between these two models for gravity. However, dynamic experiments
may; such as with pendulums, artificial satellites, and planets, in which the
effect is integrated over time and in which large or rapidly rotating bodies
may participate. For example, I have used Le Sage's theory to obtain the
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claimed planetary perihelion precessions. This effect is extremely small,
amounting to only a few seconds of arc per century.

Like Einsteinian dynamics, Le Sagean dynamics depends on the transla-
tory and rotational motions of the pertinent bodies and, to a lesser extent, on
the distribution of matter throughout the universe. I have developed expres-
sions for the static case, as were used herein, however, I have not, as yet, de-
veloped suitable expressions for the moving case in three dimensions. The
effects of rotation seem to be of the order of those in relativity. And, since in
our experiment we seek to compare theory with observation by examining a
difference of a difference D, it may well be that if the spherical masses are
rotating very rapidly that D may be increased sufficiently so as to be in the
measurable range.



CREDO

The Biblical Astronomer was founded in 1971 as the Tychonian
Society. It is based on the premise that the only absolutely trustworthy
information about the origin and purpose of all that exists and happens
is given by God, our Creator and Redeemer, in his infallible, preserved
word, the Holy Bible commonly called the King James Bible. All
scientific endeavor which does not accept this revelation from on high
without any reservations, literary, philosophical or whatever, we reject
as already condemned in its unfounded first assumptions.

We believe that the creation was completed in six twenty-four
hour days and that the world is not older than about six thousand years.
We maintain that the Bible teaches us of an earth that neither rotates
daily nor revolves yearly about the sun; that it is at rest with respect to
the throne of him who called it into existence; and that hence it is
absolutely at rest in the universe.

We affirm that no man is righteous and so all are in need of
salvation, which is the free gift of God, given by the grace of God, and
not to be obtained through any merit or works of our own. We affirm
that salvation is available only through faith in the shed blood and
finished work of our risen LORD and saviour, Jesus Christ.

Lastly, the reason why we deem a return to a geocentric
astronomy a first apologetic necessity is that its rejection at the
beginning of our Modern Age constitutes one very important, if not the
most important, cause of the historical development of Bible criticism,
now resulting in an increasingly anti-Christian world in which atheistic
existentialism preaches a life that is really meaningless.

If you agree with the above, please consider becoming a
member. Membership dues are $20 per year. Members receive a
20% discount on all items offered for sale by the Biblical
Astronomer.

To the law and to the testimony: if they speak not according
to this word, it is because there is no light in them.

- Isaiah 8:20
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